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Abstract
This communication presents an ongoing research on the defini-
tion of a methodology to compare the intonation of two different
corpora. The two corpora that we compare here, try to be repre-
sentative of the Spanish and Catalan intonation respectively. As
a consequence, the comparison reported here, projects the most
relevant differences between the Catalan and Spanish intonation
systems. First we model the intonation of the corpora using the
MEMOInt methodology and we confront the models obtained
by confronting the F0 patterns that share its prosodic function.
An objective metric guides the identification of the most distant
F0 patterns. The differences can be visualized and listenedin
perceptual tests. Finally we discuss about the weakness of this
ongoing research and about future applications.
Index Terms: comparing prosody, modeling intonation, Cata-
lan intonation, Spanish intonation.

1. Introduction
The comparison of the prosody in different characteristic cor-
pora can be an important source of information with benefits
in various fields of speech technologies enumerated below. In
contrast with other approaches, we consider this problem asa
data mining project to retrieve the potential differences between
two given corpora. The methodology for modeling intonation
named MEMOInt [1] already used in predicting intonation is
helping in this challenge.

We enumerate a set of benefits of the availability of a tool
for comparing prosody between corpora. (1) Text to speech sys-
tems could use the information resulting from the comparison
to adapt a given voice to mimic alternative styles or accents[2].
(2) Speaker recognition systems could benefit from the models
characterizing the prosody of different languages or different
type of speakers to discriminate between them. (3) Educative
programs could identify foreign accent utterances contrasting a
recorded corpus with respect to a reference one. (4) As a source
of information in linguistics where prosody and intonationis
still a challenging field of research.

There are already some studies in the state of the art con-
cerning with the comparison of prosody. Some of them limit the
study to a concrete aspect such as a given type of ToBI pattern
or a part of questioning sentences [3] [4] or are based on exam-
ples [5][6]. These approaches have the weakness to renounce
to analyze the corpora as a whole discarding a-priori the impor-
tance of other aspects to discover. Other approaches limit their
scope to get statistics of the F0 contours (raw F0 [7] or Fujisaky
parameters [8]) and to contrast results among different corpora.
The results obtained with these approaches are insufficientin
quantity and in quality to be used in the potential applications

mentioned in the previous paragraph (except speaker recogni-
tion applications [9])

In this paper we propose to use a methodology that captures
the prosodic information of a given corpus modeling the corre-
spondence between form and function of the F0 contours set-
ting up this correspondence in a common representation named
the graph of classes. Visual and contrastable information about
the differences between corpora can be obtained by confronting
graphs of classes. Here we present the comparing technique ap-
plied to a Spanish and a Catalan corpus. The results must be
considered as a part of an ongoing research to be matured in fu-
ture works focusing on the aspects enumerated in the discussion
section of this communication.

First we briefly review the MEMOInt methodology; sec-
ond we describe the experimental procedure, presenting thecor-
pora used in this study and the comparison technique; third we
present the results of the comparison and we end with conclu-
sions and future work.

2. MEMOInt: Methodology for Modeling
Intonation

The MEMOInt methodology is used for data mining a given
corpus by the application of the well known techniquesag-
glomerative clustering[10] and sequential learning[11] with
the goal to obtain useful and contrastable information about
the intonation of the corpus. The corpus is considered a set
C = {ui, 1..N}, whereui is each of theN units of into-
nation identified in the corpus (the type of intonation couldbe
the syllable, stress groups, intonation group etc. . . ). Every u

is a dupleu = (f, p). p are a set of acoustic parameters that
represent the form of the F0 contour ofu. p are obtained au-
tomatically from the F0 contours in the parameterization stage.
On the other hand,f are a set of prosodic features that represent
the prosodic function ofu. They reflect different aspects deter-
mining the intonation like accent, grammatical structure of the
sentences, size of the intonation units, emotions, type of sen-
tence. . . These features are to be extracted automatically from
text or manually labeled in the corpus. The MEMOInt goal is to
infer a matching betweenf andp, that is, to infer the correspon-
dence between function and shape of the intonation observedin
the corpus.

MEMOInt applies agglomerative clustering to the intona-
tion units of the corpus. The initial cluster is determined by the
combination of the prosodic features values. The agglomeration
is driven by a given inter-class maximum similarity criterion.
The stopping criterion is determined by the prediction capabil-
ities of the new clusters as the classes are to be used in text-to-
speech applications (see [1] for further details). The agglomer-



ative process outputs the correspondence betweenp andf by
keeping track of the different values of the merged features. An
index is built to assign one class in the final configuration to
anyf combination. These classes can be used in text-to-speech
wheref obtained from text andp can be used to generate a syn-
thetic F0 contour. We calldictionary to the combination of the
index, made of a sequence off , and the clustering associated to
it.

The more the number off involved, the worst the scarcity
problem. To cope with it, we follow sequential learning so that
different clusters are constructed by using different number of
f . In every step MEMOInt selects thef which inclusion implies
better prediction results. As result we obtainN different dictio-
naries, as many asF considered: thelist of dictionariesalready
mentioned. Given any combination off we select the cluster
that predicts more accurately the sample according to the obser-
vations in the training stage. The list of dictionaries can be seen
as a graph of classes where the values of the features permit to
navigate the classes of the dictionaries.

The application of MEMOInt to a given corpus results: (1)
A ranking of importance of the different features affectingthe
intonation (2) Visual and contrastable information of the re-
lationship between F0-patterns and the prosodic features that
justify the prototypical F0 movements displayed as a graph of
classes (3) A tool to produce synthetic intonation to be usedin
text-to-speech applications. Next section explains how touse
the graph of classes to compare the intonation profiles of two
different corpora.

3. Experimental Procedure
MEMOInt is applied sequentially to a given Catalan corpus and
to another Spanish one described below. The respective results
are to be compared shedding light to the identification of theas-
pects that make Catalan and Spanish intonation different. First
we describe the corpora, second we present the procedure ap-
plied to contrast the results and third we describe the MEMOInt
parameters used in the experiment.

The aim of the Catalan corpus was to develop the question-
answering module of a dialog system to give meteorological
information. The aim of the Spanish corpus was to develop a
general propose text-to-speech system [12]. The Catalan cor-
pus is about half an hour of reading speech, with 476 sentences
(357 declarative ones) with 3447 stress groups (2799 in declar-
ative sentences). The Spanish one is about one hour of read-
ing speech, with 677 declarative sentences (4366 stress groups).
Both corpora have been recorded from the same professional ac-
tress in studio conditions using a laryngograph device to collect
the F0 samples.

MEMOInt is applied to one of the corpus following the
procedure explained in [1]. As result we obtain a ranking of
prosodic features and the respective graph of classes. Thisrank-
ing is imposed when MEMOInt is applied to the other corpus so
that the two graphs result aligned. Once the two graphs align,
there is a correspondence one to one between the nodes of the
graphs. A distance measurement is applied to the matching
classes to sort the nodes. It is expected that the most distant
nodes indicate the differences between the intonation systems
of the respective corpora. Distant nodes are visually and per-
ceptually analyzed in terms of their prototypical F0 patterns.

The MEMOInt parameters used here are:(1) The reference
intonation unit used is the stress group defined as the stressed
syllable in combination with the preceding and the following
syllables. (2) Table 1 shows the prosodic features used to tag

Number Gain Info

Prosodic Features Acronym of Values Catalan Spanish

Prominence Accented 2 0.120 0.229

Position of SG in the IG posSGIG 5 0.082 0.128

Position of IG in the SE posIGSE 7 0.045 0.093

Table 1: Prosodic features characterizing the intonation units of
the corpora.

Catalan Spanish
List of Dictionaries LD3 D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3

Number of classes with more than 10 samples 2 4 8 2 4 17
Number of classes used in training 2 4 8 2 4 17

Number of classes in the final configuration 2 5 16 2 5 40
Initial number of classes 2 10 69 2 10 68

Mean number of samples per class 738 295 137 1235 494 113
Mean RMSE intra-class (Hz) 53 49 43 37 33 31

Table 2: Description of the dictionaries in terms of number of
classes, size of the classes and number of samples per class.

the intonation unit, and the different number of values assigned
to the prosodic features. We have selected only the three most
relevant features among the sixteen available in order to easy
the interpretation of the results in this preliminary study. (3)
The acoustic parameters to be used are the projection of the con-
trol points on the Bezier fitting curve of the F0 contours, four
parameters per intonation unit (more details about the parame-
terization technique in [13]). The selection of these parameters
is a consequence of the previous works on modeling Spanish.
In [1], we show that this parameter combination is the best to
represent and predict the intonation of the Spanish corpus.

4. Results
Table 1 shows the three most representative features to char-
acterize the two corpora.IG means intonation group andSG
means stress group.Gain Infogives information about the ca-
pabilities of the features to classify the classes resulting from
the application of a 60 classeskmeans cluster to the acoustic
parameters of the selected intonation unit (see [14] for details
about the metric, and [15] for an interpretation of this metric).
The similarity of the two languages (with a common root) is
probably the reason why the most relevant features in both cases
are the same. Furthermore the ranking of relevance is also the
same. The differences on the scale of theGain Infovalues are
due to the different size of the corpora.

Table 2 illustrates the configuration of the list of dictionar-
ies after applying MEMOInt to the Catalan and Spanish cor-
pora.Dx means thatx features have been sequentially selected
to set up the dictionaryDx. The first step to build the dictionary
Dx is to index the intonation units in terms of thex most signif-
icant features (Initial number of classesrow in the table) and the
second step is to apply agglomerative clustering to set up the fi-
nal configuration. A class of the dictionaryDx can be discarded
if there is any other in the alternative dictionaries that predicts
better the training samples (not used classes row in the table).
This fact justifies the use of the list of dictionaries configuring a
graph of classes. The dictionaryD1 is set up using the feature
Accented, D2 is set up usingAccented andposSGIG and
D3 using the featuresAccented, posSGIG and posIGSE.
Although the Spanish corpus has higher number of samples per
class and more classes with more than 10 samples per class, the



Lists of Features Classes
Catalan (Cat) Spanish (Sp) Cat Sp RMSE(Hz)

1 noAccent,GAFinal,GECentr noAccent,GAFinal,GECentr C3

1
C3

13
71.91

2 noAccent,GAFinal,GEIncia noAccent,GAFinal C3

1
C2

3
71.24

3 accent,GAFinal accent,GAFinal,GECentr3 C2

2
C3

2
67.05

4 noAccent,GACentr noAccent,GACentr,GEFinal C2

1
C3

20
63.27

5 accent,GAFinal accent,GAFinal,GEPenul C2

2
C3

36
56.44

6 noAccent,GAFinal,GECentr3 noAccent,GAFinal,GECentr3 C3

3
C3

3
50.49

7 accent accent,GAIncia,GESegun C1
0 C3

44 50.16

8 noAccent,GASigIn noAccent C2
1 C1

1 49.77

9 noAccent,GACentr noAccent,GACentr C2
1 C2

1 49.28

10 accent,GAFinal accent,GAFinal,GEFinal C2
2 C3

19 47.92

11 accent,GAIncia,GEIncia accent,GAIncia,GEIncia C3
16 C3

27 43.66

12 noAccent,GAIncia,GESegun noAccent,GAIncia C
3

13 C
2

5 43.32

Table 3: Most relevant differences between the Spanish and
Catalan graph of classes.

intra-class similarity is higher. This fact is justified because the
MEMOInt parameters used in this experiment are optimum for
Spanish according to the research presented in [1] but it does
not guaranty their modeling capabilities for Catalan.

Table 3 shows the 12 most relevant differences between the
F0 patterns (represented in the classes) aligned in term of its
prosodic function (represented in the features). The rows con-
front matching nodes of the graphs. The lists of features arethe
tags of the paths and the classes are the nodes of the graphs of
classes. RMSE is the distance between the classes. Every list
of features is tagged asx, y, z wherex, y andz are values of
the featuresAccented, posSGIG andposIGSE respectively.
Cd

i is the name of the classi of the dictionaryd to be displayed
in the table 4. We confronted all the classes but we display only
the ones with differences over 43 RMSE(Hz). This threshold
is the mean RMSE intra-class error observed in table 2 and it is
used as an indicator of a potential relevant difference. Thevalue
GAFinal meansfinalstressgroup and it appears in five of
the first seven rows of the table. Prieto for Catalan in [16] and
Garrido for Spanish in [17] point out that the final part of into-
nation group is a relevant part of the Catalan and Spanish into-
nation system. This result seems to indicate that this part has
potential capabilities to discriminate these languages. Most of
the differences appear in central intonation group (GECentr,
GESegun andGEPenul). We remark row 11 as this feature
combination is described in [18] as a characteristic pattern of
Catalan intonation (namedprimer pic).

The visual representation displayed in table 4 is useful to
detect the particular movements that make the patterns different.
Thus, second and third rows display a different trajectory in the
F0 contours, the fourth row shows a displacement of the register
and the first row seems to be a combination of both effects.

We have applied informal perceptual test by the listening of
sentences that include the found distant pattern to corroborate
that the objective differences are easily perceived.

5. Discussion
The main objective of this work is the presentation of a proce-
dure to compare the characteristic intonation of two different
corpora. In this sense, we remark that although the application
of the procedure has been focused here to the Catalan vs. Span-
ish case, it can be extended to the comparison of other different
intonation aspects with practical interest such as it couldbe the
style or emotional attitude projected in the corpus.

Furthermore, the comparison we do here between Catalan
and Spanish intonation is weak due to two future experimental
tasks to be improved. One of them concerns with the repre-
sentativeness of the patterns to be confirmed with statisticmea-

Catalan Spanish

C3

1
C3

13

noAccent,GAFinal,GECentr noAccent,GAFinal,GECentr

C3

1
C2

3

noAccent,GAFinal,GEIncia noAccent,GAFinal

C
2

2 C
3

2

accent,GAFinal accent,GAFinal,GECentr3

C2
1 C3

20

noAccent,GACentr noAccent,GACentr,GEFinal

Table 4: Visualization of the four most distant classes. Each row
shows the respective nodes of the Catalan and Spanish graphsof
classes after confronting them. This table completes the infor-
mation displayed in table 3 with a visual representation of the
typical F0 pattern of the class: X scale is normalized, Y scale
is 100-220Hz, the four boxes are the statistics of the acoustic
parameters.

surements. Another one is the need to apply a systematic and
repetitive perceptual procedure to assess the objective results.
We conclude that the value of this communication is not on the
comparison between Catalan and Spanish intonation but on the
presentation of a procedure to cope with this problem.

On the other hand, we have focused our comparison on the
graphs of classes resulting from the application of MEMOInt,
but there are other aspects resulting also from the application
of MEMOInt which result in further contributions. Thus, the
higher intra-class distance of the classes for Catalan (53Hz vs
37Hz for D1 in table 2) indicates that the parameters used in
this study could be tuned to obtain better results: The optimum
set of MEMOInt parameters (parameterization technique, num-
ber of acoustic parameters, type of prosodic features) usedto
model Spanish is not necessary the same to optimize the mod-
eling of Catalan. The different MEMOInt parameters could be
another source of information to be explored in order to identify
differences between Catalan and Spanish prosody.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
This communication presents an ongoing research on the com-
parison of corpora in terms of their intonation profiles. The



methodology MEMOInt previously used to model intonation
with applications in text-to-speech system has been applied to
this aim. MEMOInt brings a graph of classes representing the
intonation of the input corpus. We present a procedure to com-
pare two aligned graphs of classes representing two different
corpora. As result we obtain list of differences that takes into
account the form of the prototypical F0 patterns that share the
same function.

The procedure has been applied to compare a Catalan and a
Spanish corpus. At least twelve prototypical movements show
relevant differences. MEMOInt permits display and confront
the relevant F0 patterns in association with the prosodic features
that justify them.

This is an ongoing research that needs to be reinforced by
the application of statistical tests to evaluate the representative-
ness of the F0 patterns and with the application of systematic
perceptual test. The procedure can be extended to other appli-
cation like comparing styles or emotions.

The application of the different styles in the modification
of the intonation of a given voice is a future challenge. In the
case reported in this communication, the case is to modify a
Spanish voice to speak with Catalan accent or vice versa. Other
challenging applications could be the support of speaker recog-
nition systems or the teaching of a foreign language to correct
wrong pronunciations.
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